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Since our formation, over 20 years ago, Titan 
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relationships within the residential sector across 
London and surrounding counties. Our work relating 
to residential properties covers a wide range and 
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premium apartments in fully managed blocks.
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Appointed by one of our Property Management 
customers, Titan Elevators recently completed 
a partial modernisation of six passenger lifts at 
Towerside, Tower Hamlets. Situated adjacent to the 
River Thames, this five-storey premium apartment 
block’s lifts had become unreliable and were in need 
of an electrification modernisation, to restore their 
reliability.

Project included:

Modernisation



Our work undertaken during the COVID 
pandemic required our engineering team to 
take extra care to isolate our work area from the 
building’s residents, whilst at the same time, 
we also closely followed the strict COVID-19 
guidelines set by the Government for social 
distancing. 

All six lifts were thoroughly tested prior to the 
modernisation to identify exactly what was 
needed and working with our customer, the 
decision was made to upgrade all of the lift 
controllers and replace the car operating panels 
and landing signalisation.

As with other projects of this kind, our qualified 
test engineers carried out the essential and 
mandatory lift testing requirements, prior to 
reinstating the lifts to full service. 
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